
LANILAI® Launches New Hawai’ian Relaxation Drink 
LANILAI® Inc. introduces a new line of functional Drinks that are the antithesis of the energy drink craze: 
the ‘calm drink’ or ‘Relaxation Drink.’  LANILAI® is the first beverage to offer relaxation and anti-aging all 
in one.  

Portland, OR  August 1st, 2012 - LANILAI® is excited to announce the release of a new line of Relaxation 
Drinks! LANILAI® offers uniquely Hawai’ian, a nutritious isotonic blend of natural herbal passion flower 
and botanical resveratrol from the skins of purple muscadine grapes. Passion flower is an herbal remedy 
that soothes and relaxes the mind while acting as a focus factor. LANILAI® is fortified with the 
antioxidant resveratrol which helps fight the oxidative stress that occurs naturally in the body and 
contributes to the harmful effects of aging. LANILAI® offers the most healthy way to relax at the end of a 
stressful work day, after a tough workout or unwinding before bed. This fusion of relaxation and anti-
aging with exotic fruits, create a Drink that is both enticing to the palate and functional in its purpose 
(http://www.LANILAI.com ).  

LANILAI® (pronounced la-ni- lahy) 

LANILAI®, which means ‘heavenly calm,’ was born in Hawai’I on the north shore of O’ahu by a kitesurfer 
among the culture of aloha spirit, a love that thrives in the everyday actions of life in the islands. 
LANILAI® Relaxation Drinks are the vision of one man in search of life, love, health and well-being. Man 
Nguyen, the creator and founder who started life as a refugee of Vietnam. He spent years traveling the 
world and searching for ways to create a positive, healthy impact on others’ lifestyles, despite the 
turmoil and hectic pace of life today. Man’s mission in life is to reduce stress related illness through 
healthy positive relaxation. 

“Working long shifts as a registered nurse, I am always searching for healthy ways to relax and unwind. 
LANILAI® is perfect after a tough day at work; it makes the stress melt away,” is how Ashleigh Smith, a 
Hawai’ian local and friend of LANILAI®, describes this calm drink.  

The first drink introduced is the flagship Drink, Maui Mango Passion. This is the first of three (others 
include Kaua’i Kiwi Berry and Lana’i Lychee Coconut) varieties to hit markets throughout the US.  

LANILAI® Relaxation Drinks can be purchased online at the following http://www.LANILAI.com or  in 
select stores such as Market of Choice, Food Front Cooperative, H-Mart, Chucks Produce and more. 

About LANILAI® 

LANILAI® is a family owned and produced in the Rose City of Portland, Oregon.  LANILAI® Relaxation 
Drink is the first beverage company to produce a relaxation and anti-aging drink in the world. LANILAI 
offers flavours based on the exotic tropical Hawaiian islands. LANILAI Relaxation Drinks offer a healthy 
way to relax, refocus and rejuvenate with the benefits of red wine.  LANILAI®’s mission is to share peace 
and love with liquid serenity® with the motto “Relax & Live Long” is truly an honest to goodness health 
drink. 
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For additional information and for free samples, visit http://www.LANILAI.com  or join the LANILAI® 
family at http://www.facebook.com/RelaxationBeverage  

LANILAI® Marketing Team(info@LANILAI.com ) 

LANILAI® Relaxation Drink - “Relax & Live Long” 
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